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QUOTES :
“ With faith, discipline and selfless
devotion to duty, there is nothing
worthwhile that you cannot achieve. “
--Muhammad Ali Jinnah

______________________
“Look at the sky. We are not alone. The
whole universe is friendly to us and
conspires only to give the best to those
who dream and work. “
--Abdul Kalam

______________________
“You can’t just ask customers what they
want and then try to give that to them.
By the time you get it built, they’ll want
something new.”
--Steve Jobs

Technology at work for you
CONNECTING YOUR BUSINESS TO THE TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES YOU NEED
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Thought on Business

INTRODUCTION
There is far more danger in a public
monopoly than there is in a private
monopoly, for when government goes
into business it can always shift its
losses to the taxpayer. The
Government never really goes into
business, for it never makes ends
meet, and that is the first requisite of
business. It just mixes a little business
with a lot of politics, and no one ever
gets a chance to find out what is
actually going on.

--Thomas A. Edison
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DOMINANT Systems Integrators was established in 1993. Our primary
objective has always been to provide quality Hardware, Software,
Network products and services by disseminating Information
Technology as a strategic business tool. We provide state-of-the-art
technology in the shape of competitively priced products and
services to progressive businesses and organizations.
Our skilled Hardware, Software and Network engineers are the best
in services; our staff ensures the best of quality backed by our high
quality support standards.
Our ongoing professional attention to each and every customer`s
specialized needs sets the pace for a long-term mutual beneficial
relationship.
Our commitment is to provide cutting edge, Hi-Tech and cost
effective information systems at the doorsteps of aspiring
companies. Quality, dedication and vision, these are the hallmarks
in every aspect of our business.
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MISSION, VISION & COREVALUES
To gain and maintain cost, quality and
technology leadership in the international
competitive environment, as a world class
organisation.
To promote best use and development of
human resources in a safe and congenial
working environment, as an equal
opportunity employer.
To conduct business as a responsible
corporate concern, and to take a
constructive
interest in supporting educational,
environmental and social cause.

VISION OF THE FUTURE
Our commitment is to provide cutting
edge, Hi-Tech and cost effective
information systems at the doorsteps of
aspiring companies. Quality, dedication
and vision, these are the hallmarks in every
aspect of our business.

WE STANDS ON
As a part of a service oriented Hi-Tech
industry, dominated by non-professionals,
DOMINANT System Integrators stands out
firmly on solid grounds. In the Hi-Tech
industry, DOMINANT Systems has a
reputation of being a trend-setter for the
industry. Our commitment to excellence
contributes within following areas of
expertise, which together provide solutions
for businesses.

CEO MESSAGE
Welcome to DOMINANT Systems Integrators (DSI), I`m glad you
have taken time to know us the opportunity to visit and hope that
you have an enjoyable experience exploring all that we have to
offer.
With nearly a decade of successful technology engagements, and
an exceptional client base, DSI continues to seek ways to bring
greater value to our clients and our colleagues. We have built a
solid reputation as one of the world`s best IT Service providers.
DSI colleagues are the key to our success. We take great pride in
the fact that our clients tell us they choose DSI because of our
knowledge, skills, ideas and know-how.
As an organization we are committed to educating, energizing and
inspiring our colleagues. This means recruiting the best people in the
industry, investing in their training and professional development,
and grounding them in our core values. By fostering an environment
of collaboration, knowledge sharing and idea generation, we will
continue to have the best people to bring our most relevant and
innovative thinking to our clients each day.
Thanks for your interest in our organization. We look forward to the
opportunity of building a valuable partnership with you.

Syed Iftikhar Hussain Shah, CEO
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COMPLETE COMMITMENT TO QUALITY
Our skilled Hardware, Software and
Network engineers are the best in
service. Our staff ensures the best of
quality backed by our high quality
support services.

DEDICATION TO BUILDING
RELATIONSHIP
Our on-going professional attention to
each and every customer's
specialised needs sets the pace for a
long-term mutual beneficial
relationship.

•

To Identify and to fulfil corporate
strategic needs through our
mission, goals and objectives.

•

To identify critical success factors
to maintain the client’s
competitive advantage and
strategic positioning.

•

To Design Network solutions that
meet the strategic planner’s
information needs.

DIRECTOR OPERATION MESSAGE
Quality business solutions are one of our part of business strategy.
We know that understanding and drawing on the strength of
diversity means meeting the needs of clients around the UAE,
building strong relation-ships in the many communities we serve,
and fully engaging the talents of our people. Or simply put, making
the most of our diversity has always been the right thing to do and
the smart thing to do.
We recognize the value and power of tapping into the full spectrum
of ideas and abilities that people possess. Doing just that has been
a strong part of Dominant System Integrators past success and is
crucial for seizing the opportunities ahead. We are competing in a
UAE marketplace, and we know that our growth will depend on an
increasingly diverse and global workforce.
Our strength comes from the combination of what we have in
common, like our shared values, vision and purpose, as well as what
makes us different, like experiences and perspectives.
We grow as an organization and as people when we encourage
different viewpoints and ways of thinking — differences that come
through diversity. That is what leads to true insights and innovative
practices.
Supporting diversity for growth and innovation is a long term
journey. We have seen rewards for our efforts so far and look
forward to doing more — to helping create better futures for
employees, our business and our communities.

Kashif Rasheed,
Director Operations
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IT SUPPORT SOLUTIONS
A lot of people in our industry
haven't had very diverse
experiences. So they don't have
enough dots to connect, and they

SOLUTIONS
DOMINANT Systems Integrators is an end-to-end Information
Technology (IT) solution provider offering a wide variety of
services. We are highly specialized in the niche areas of :

end up with very linear solutions
without a broad perspective on the
problem. The broader one's
understanding of the human

•

Network & System Integration

•

Wireless Network Solution

•

Network Security Solution

experience, the better design we will

•

DATA Center Designing & Construction

have.

•

Software License Solution

•

Voice over Internet Protocol (VOIP)

•

Telecom Solution

•

CCTV Solution

•

Cabling Solution under one roof

•

Earthing & Grounding Solution

•

Website Designing & Maintenance

•

Equipment Rent Solution
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CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
“As regards intellectual work it remains
a fact, indeed, that great decisions in
the realm of thought and momentous
discoveries and solutions of problems
are only possible to an individual,
working in solitude.”

______________________
THE COMPREHENSIVE NETWORKING
SOLUTIONS OFFERED BY US INCLUDE:

• Conceptual Network Design with
Core, Aggregation and Edge
Switches
• Inter Office Connectivity using
Routers and Firewalls
• Performance Management on
LAN/WAN Networks
• Network Management Tools
• WAN Optimizers
• Network Wellness Assessment
• Network traffic analysis and
bandwidth optimization
• Remote office connectivity design
and implementation
• Integrating new technologies with
legacy systems
• Network management tools and
procedures
• Converged technologies for Voice,
Data and Video
• Fiber to the home Network Solutions

Network & System Integration
DOMINANT System Integrators (DSI) is a leading provider of IT
Service and Support for small to mid-sized and Enterprise level
companies in the entire Dubai. We partner with leading hardware
and networking vendors to provide our clients with time tested
solutions. With over 18 years of combined experience including
project management, server management, desktop management,
managed IT services, project implementation, and LAN/WAN
service, you can rest assured that your technology goals will be
realized with DOMINANT System Integrators.
Having a complete IT department with a CTO, Network Manager,
Help Desk, and Purchasing Manager DOMINANT System Integrators
delivers all of these benefits and more for a competitive price. Your
business can easily benefit from the vast experience of our IT
professionals offer. Whether you're a small business or a large
enterprise
you
can
benefit
from
our
support.

Network Consulting
Find out what you need for your home or office before you make
an unnecessary purchase. Making incorrect decisions can cost you
time and money. Knowing the best inexpensive solution is half the
battle. We can help you make the right decisions by giving you all
your options for any networking need.

simplifying IT
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WIRELESS NETWORK SOLUTION
CONNECTING YOUR BUSINESS TO THE TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES YOU
NEED
Today's business spins around the sharing of files and resources.
Traditionally, this could only be achieved by physically connecting
to the network using cables. Cables infrastructure is considered to
be the best solution from reliability and security perspectives,
however, in many situations deploying wires might become very
costly and restrictive; the site construction, obstacles and furniture
arrangement can stand in the face of implementing a practical
and cost-effective wired environment. Here where Wireless LAN
(WLAN) technology comes to fill in the gaps.
WLAN technology liberates network users from plugging and

QUOTE :

unplugging to the network, with WLAN users can take their
network resources wherever there is wireless coverage, thus

I believe that if you show people the
problems and you show them the

increasing productivity and minimizing time and money waste.

solutions they will be moved to act.

WIRELESS LAN APPLICATION

______________________

Depending on the requirements, WLAN can fit from for simple
home application to share a Fast Internet connection gateway to

WLAN Security
The IEEE 802.11b introduced the Wired
Equivalent Privacy (WEP) protocol as
its standard for securing wireless
access. It is well-know that WEP keys
can be compromised easily, thus new
set of security measurement has been
taken to secure wireless access and
make it a safe media for file transfer
and data exchange.

Enterprises of thousands of users.
Some of Wireless Applications are listed below:
• Connecting sites that are few miles away from each other, the
alternative solution is to rent the expensive telecom links such as
ATM or leased lines.
• Providing LAN connectivity to places where Wires are difficult to
implement due to geographical or construction obstacles.
• Providing Internet and E-mail access to user in hotels’ and
hospitals’ lobbies.
• Providing database and applications’ access to warehouse and
stores employees.
• Setting up temporary network access in places such as
conferences and seasonal camps.
• Providing network and internet services for exhibitions and
showrooms.
• Providing services for passengers at airport waiting halls.
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SECURITY SOLUTION
“To competently perform rectifying
security service, two critical incident
response elements are necessary:
information and organization.”
― Robert E. Davis

Many network security threats today
are spread over the Internet. The
most common include:
• Viruses, worms, and Trojan horses
• Spyware and Adware
• Zero-day attacks, also called zero
hour attack
• Hacker attacks
• Denial of service attacks
• Data interception and theft
• Identity theft

Secure Network
Build a network security infrastructure
that detects and blocks invasive
software attacks and intruder access.

Secure E-Mail & Web
Reduce costly downtime associated
with email-based spam, viruses, and
web threats.

Secure Access
Enforce network security policies,
secure user and host access controls,
and control network access based on
dynamic conditions.

Secure Mobility
Secure mobile connectivity via vs with
SSL VPN (TLS & DTLS), IPsec, IPv4, IPv6
over IPv4 tunneling, web security, and
network access manager.

Secure Data Center
Protect high-value data center
resources and servers with highperformance threat protection,
secure segmentation, and policy
control.

Network Security Solution - Protect your assets, empower
your workforce.
Today's borderless organizations are changing, and facing
unprecedented challenges. Ever-increasing consumer IT offerings
and growing numbers of workers using mobile technology (both in
and out of the office) bring new capabilities, along with new
security threats. Network guests, contractors, employees, and
partners all need differing levels of access. At the same time
hackers, botnets, spam, phishing and Trojan viruses present their
own issues.
DOMINANT System Integrators Computers help plan, build and run
secure networks to protect your organization from attack and
safeguard privacy. Realize the business value of a fully integrated
security solution faster and more cost effectively with plan and
design services. We help you to identify gaps in your security
infrastructure with a prioritized set of actionable steps to create a
comprehensive security framework. We deploy a robust security
solution, quickly and cost effectively by creating an integrated
defense system. We protect your organization from ongoing security
threats by approaching your IT governance as a business process.
We provide solution for deployment and management of remote
sites, and operational optimization.
The value of DOMINANT System Integrators Service
We have security experts having vast knowledge of Network
Security ( IPS, IDS, VPN, Content Filtering, Firewall, UTMS, Anti-Spam,
Anti-Virus and much more. We take care of all these activities to
protect the usability, reliability, integrity, and safety of your network
and data.
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DATA CENTER DESIGNING & CONSTRUCTION
CONNECTING YOUR BUSINESS TO THE TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES YOU
NEED
DOMINANT System Integrators (DSI) IT task is to design and build a
Data center that will serve the business needs of our client
deploying an efficient with optimum running speed and 100% inservice operation. Where all the information technology and
network resides, is the “backbone” of any business. It becomes
essential that the design and implementation all of its elements –
power, cooling, security, fire protection, structured cabling and
physical housing, be deployed as an integrated, logical system that
guarantees visibility and multiple service contact among all of its
elements.

DESIGNING & CONSTRUCTION
"Depending on what the customer is
trying to accomplish—better cable
management, increased cooling
capacity, energy efficiency—Great
Lakes will listen to your problem or
idea and together we will determine
the best possible solution."

DSI has certified professionals on board which help businesses assess
their data center and support infrastructure risks, provide
recommendations for improvement and offer accurate project cost
estimating and guidance throughout implementation.
In today's competitive markets, where organization's measure
network downtime in lost profits, DSI designs solutions that protect
against some of the leading causes of downtime, hardware

TECHNICAL DESIGN CRITERIA

damage, data loss, and decreased productivity. DSI sets the
standard for right solutions for data centers.

•
•
•
•
•

Open architecture.
Physical factors.
Full system integration.
Able to support new technology.
Adaptive to incremental growth

A good plan is critical for a successful data center design project.
The data center design process starts with our client's management
staff determining the business's data center objectives and
availability requirements. We follow with a thorough survey of the

OUR SPECIALISTS ENGAGE IN ALL
PHASES OF THE DESIGN AND
HOUSING PREOCESS
• Site survey and selection, raised
floor, electromagnetic shielding.
• Secure sheltering. Structure cable
system (frames, racks, trays.)
• Energy delivery system (UPS, PDUs,
Generators cooling, etc.
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existing systems and facilities. We then work with the IT staff and the
facility staff to identify and quantify the data center project needs
and combine them with our understanding of the trends and
migrations strategies required to adapt to future changes. Finally,
we develop a conceptual data center design from which we
develop construction budgets and schedules.
The three most important attributes of any good data center design
are high-availability, flexibility, and simplicity.
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Software Licensing Solutions

Volume License … !!
Volume licensing agreements are
an easy way to buy and manage
multiple Microsoft software
product licenses - the more you
buy, the greater the volume
discount.

Microsoft as its AUTHORISED RESELLER for their products has
appointed DOMINANT System Integrators. This alliance gives
an unique edge to DSI which will now be able to offer
attractive pricing and consultancy on existing and new
Microsoft software. Being a Microsoft certified Partner allows
us to offer remarkable prices and licensing agreements on all
Microsoft products.

Software Licensing Solutions

Microsoft's volume licensing agreements are suitable for
organizations with as little as two and as many as 500 or more
PCs. Our volume licensing options cater for the diverse needs
of different businesses, academic institutions and other
volume users.
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What is VOIP & What will it stand for?

Use VoIP to Do More with Less
VoIP for small business bundles phone,
data, and video into one unified
service so you can do more with less.
Now you can enjoy the speed,
flexibility, and security of unified
communications on your own
network. Cisco offers VoIP for small
business solutions that are just your
size.
VOIP App
A VoIP app (new word in the jargon,
for application software) is
synonymous to VoIP client. It is a piece
of software that allows you to use VoIP
on your computer and other devices
like mobile phone or tablet PC, to
make and receive phone calls.

VoIP stands for Voice over Internet Protocol and it permits you to
position phone calls over a knowledge network just like the web. It
operates by changing your voice signal from your phone into a
digital signal that may then be transmitted over the net. The digital
signal is then converted at the opposite finish back to a voice signal
that the opposite party will hear. Once you use a phone with an
adapter the calls are placed similar to a daily phone. You initially
hear a dial tone then the decision is formed. You’re conjointly able
to place a decision directly from your pc employing a standard
phone or microphone.
VoIP may be a good way to speak with family and friends at a
really low worth. However, there are spreads of hindrances with
switching to VoIP. This text goes over several of the disadvantages
of VoIP, which can have experienced.
Why Use a VoIP App?
This question brings us back to why we use VoIP. VoIP has a lot of
advantages over landline and traditional mobile telephony (GSM).
The main advantage is the cost. With a VoIP app, you can make
calls worldwide for very cheap, and most of the time for free.
Besides, there are a lot of interesting features that enrich the
communication experience. Included are the benefits associated
with unified communications. VoIP apps are also a fundamental
element in cloud communication systems.

VOIP for Small Business
VoIP for small business from Cisco
offers technology that serves your
business needs. That means you have
more time to focus on what really
matters-your success.
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Telecom Solutions
What they are saying:
They have gone far beyond just telecommunications needs and helped us
with security issues as well as many other areas in our business.
We provide an independent telecommunications consultancy
service, with a particular focus on the call center sector.
Specializing in voice and data communications, we provide expert
advice on how to get the most from your telecoms systems in terms
of value and service. We also provide a full range of telecoms
services including the provision of free phone, Lo-call and
Geographical numbers to our Clients.

Avaya IP Office Business Phone System
TELECOM SOLUTIONS
"A growing business is a lot like a
growing baby. You always need new
stuff and you're never quite sure
you've got the right thing UNTIL after
you've bought it. With DOMINANT
System Integrators, we know we can
always depend on them to give us
good advice, even if they aren't the
right solution, they'll tell you who is."

IP OFFICE BUSINESS BENEFITS
• Supports both single locations and
multi-site networks
• Basic call-center and voicemessaging capabilities are built-in
• Scalable as business needs grow
• Total voice and data
communications solution for small and
mid-sized businesses

Avaya IP Office 6.0: Simple, powerful communications capabilities
for small and medium-sized businesses Combining advanced, big
business functionality with the ease of use and simplified
management that small businesses require, Avaya IP Office 6.0
offers powerful capabilities to help employees communicate more
effectively with customers, vendors, and each other. Designed
specifically with the needs of a small and medium-sized business in
mind, Avaya IP Office is the perfect choice for those looking to
keep their company flexible, innovative and competitive without
driving up operating costs and capital expenses.

Avaya Aura Communication Manager 6.0
Powering the benefits of IP Telephony through Avaya Servers and
Gateways.
Avaya Aura™ Communication Manager provides core
communications services that enable innovative unified
communications and contact center solutions, making people
more productive, customers more satisfied, and businesses more
effective.
This next major release of Communication Manager is revolutionary,
providing significant new business agility and cost savings by
changing how communication solutions are architected, and
evolutionary, allowing customers to easily and incrementally benefit
from new capabilities while leveraging existing investments.

Next generation Avaya Aura™ Communication Manager
capabilities include SIP session management, single cross-enterprise
dial plans and administration, increased multi-vendor integration,
aggregated presence and inclusion of Avaya one-X® UC
interfaces, new reduced footprint deployment choices, and
extensions to our rich and reliable voice and video telephony
features.
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PANASONIC has the Business Phone
Systems to meet your needs.
 Easily configure from 8 to over 1000
extensions.
 Seamlessly expand and network
solutions
 Reduce costs by leveraging existing
data networks.
 Centralize feature access for
multiple locations.

Telecom Solutions Panasonic Business Phones

 Support mobile workforce with
wireless connectivity.

When it's your business, there's nothing small about it. DOMINANT
System Integrators, a leader in business communications, is pleased to
offer our latest PANASONIC enhanced Communications Solutions for
small to mid-size businesses.

 Compatible with many Panasonic
and 3rd Party applications.

PANASONIC Voice mail system
From integrated messaging solutions
to automated attendant services,
Panasonic brings you convenience,
cost-savings and control.
 Save on cost with integrated
messaging solutions
 Improve efficiency with LCD menu
management features
 Control your communications with
email integration and more
 Get the best solution with a custom
designed system.

Soho Business Phone Systems
Panasonic offers businesses a range of solutions that support a wide
variety of proprietary phone types and designs.
IP phones for more power and
features
IP soft phones for enhanced
communications
SIP phones for savings and
centralization

Conference phones for clarity
and networking
Multi-cell DECT wireless for
mobility
Digital Phones for affordability
and scalability

IP Business Phone Systems
Offers you flexible, networkable solutions for today are changing business
landscape. Their flexibility easily supports multiple offices, a mobile
workforce, and ever changing staff sizes.
Provide your business with
Integrated voice messaging and
communications management power. productivity software
SIP phones for savings and
centralization.

Support a variety of end points
including IP, SIP, digital, wireless,
and analog.

Digital Business Phone Systems
As a growing business, you thrive by providing hands-on, personalized
service to your clients. You simply can’t afford to be out of touch, either
with customers or colleagues. Panasonic has an intelligent, versatile and
affordable way to bring anytime, anywhere communication to your
business: the TDA series phone system.

simplifying IT
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CCTV SOLUTION
THE FUTURE HAS ARRIVED FOR DIGITAL… !!
Dominant System Integrators (DSI) is one of the fastest growing
CCTV Solution Providers based in Dubai, UAE. DSI provides a variety
of technological security solutions for the residential, commercial
and government sectors throughout the estate.
We are staffed with highly trained, experienced, and creative
individuals with sound technical background to deliver you the best
as you require. Our commitment is to offer Advanced CCTV System
equipped with the finest quality equipment to meet today's
stringent requirements.

WE ASSURE YOU THAT
 We will offer you accurate advice
based on our vast security
knowledge & experience
 We will provide honest, reliable
advice regarding your security
needs
 We will use equipment of the
highest quality
 We use qualified technicians and
installers
 We will always provide you a
professional service
 We keep up-to-date with the latest
technology
 We work hard to achieve 100%
client satisfaction
 We provide reliable support and
maintenance for your security
needs
 We offer back to back warranty of
manufacturers products
 Every Project Delivered On Time!

WHY CCTV SYSTEM
CCTV System is a crime prevention tool
from a long list available to a business.
Statistics point to major reductions in
the amount of crime being committed
where there are cameras installed. In
our experience we have found that
most businesses suffer from the same
few security problems.
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DSI imports the latest in digital surveillance technology so our
customers are assured of the highest quality equipment, capable to
fulfill the most complex surveillance needs. As an importer dealing
directly with the public we offer the best value for the money GUARANTEED!
CCTV System or Video Surveillance has proven to be a sound
investment. Statistics revealed a major reduction in the ratio of
crime being committed in areas covered by video surveillance.
CCTV has been proven to be the most cost-effective method for
crime prevention and detection.
DSI specializes in providing cost-effective CCTV System in Dubai
equipped with the finest quality CCTV Equipment to meet today's
stringent requirements of a variety of property types, such as
residential, commercial, educational, government, industrial sites
and offices. With DSI state-of-the-art CCTV Systems, you can now
monitor your premises from anywhere in the world!
Possible benefits also include reduced labor costs, improved labor
productivity, prevention of anti-social activities and evidence
gathering. The reassurance that the system provides for staff and
customers should not be overlooked. A system designed and
installed by DSI will give you complete peace of mind in these
unstable times.
Our GUARANTEE
We provide 100% satisfaction to our clients through the use of
superior quality CCTV systems, first class installation practices and
exceptional services.
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(DSI) provide the following design and
installation services:
• Premises structured cabling distribution
system design.
• Backbone and horizontal cabling
design specifications.
• Campus cabling distribution system
design.
• Passive termination equipment design
specifications.

CABLING SOLUTIONS UNDER ONE ROOF
• Testing and certification review and
enforcement.

NETWORK CABLING … !!

• Main IT room design specifications.

Structured Cabling:

• Conduit and utility pole specifications.

A structured Cabling Solution is a fully integrated network system
made up of various means of transmission capable of managing all
traffic of information: voice, video, data and security intelligent
building control and management.

• Termination equipment design
specifications.
• Testing procedures review and
enforcement.
• Cable management systems (software,
hardware) specification.
Our backbone cabling services
include:
• Cabling between equipment rooms
and building entrances
• cabling between buildings
• Vertical connections between floors
• Building grounding and Bonding
Requirements
• Avoidance of electromagnetic
interference or radio-frequency
interference
• Star topology backbone
implementations.

A LAN is the most basic form of networking and involves linking a
series of computers to each other or to a server. A LAN contains
both hardware and software. The network hardware provides the
physical connections between PCs. The network software provides
the communications intelligence that lets desktop applications see
other users on the network.
DOIMNANT System Integrators (DSI) has over eighteen years of
combined structured cabling design experience. DSI has
experience in vertical and horizontal connectivity projects spanning
a wide variety of industrial and commercial network cabling
applications, as well as expertise in all aspects of network topologies
and LAN solutions such as: CAT 5e, CAT 6 and Fiber Optic network
design.
Whether upgrading current cabling networks, relocating offices or
up-fitting facilities, Network Cabling Systems has the experience and
capabilities to provide your IT staff with an accurate scope of work,
bid drawings and RFP documents that will eliminate costly change
orders as the project unfolds.

simplifying IT
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CABLING SOLUTIONS UNDER ONE ROOF
FIBER OPTICS
DSI has extensive experience in Fiber to the home (FTTH) cabling,
Fiber optic cable splicing, and migration (Copper to fiber) services
for next generation fiber optic technology which allows users to
combine high quality voice, High Speed Internet and High-Definition
TV into one amazing experience.
A fiber optic network contains strands of glass fiber inside an
insulated casing. These cables are designed for long distance and
very high bandwidth (gigabit speed) network communications.

NETWORK SUPPORT SOLUTION
Dominant System Integrators (DSI) has
over 18 years’ experience in the
design and installation of single mode
and multimode fiber cabling systems.

In an industrial environment, electromagnetic interference (EMI) is
often a big problem. Motors, relays, welders and other industrial
equipment generate a tremendous amount of electrical noise that
can cause major problems with copper cabling, especially
unshielded cable like CAT 5 / CAT 6. In order to run copper cable in
an industrial environment, it is often necessary to pull it through
conduit to provide adequate shielding. With fiber optics, you have
complete immunity to EMI. You only need to choose a cable type
that is rugged enough for the installation, with breakout cable
being a good choice for it's heavy-duty construction. The fiber optic
cable can be installed easily from point to point, passing right next
to major sources of EMI with no effect. Conversion from copper
networks is easy with media converters, gadgets that convert most
types of systems to fiber optics. Even with the cost of the media
converters, the fiber optic network will be less than copper run in
conduit.

Whether the project is multi-story,
campus or even fiber to the desk top;
DOMINANT System Integrators has the
capabilities in-house to provide the
best fiber solution for the client’s
application has the capabilities inhouse to provide the best fiber
solution for the client’s application.
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Fiber optic cables carry communication signals using pulses of light.
While expensive, these cables are increasingly being used instead
of traditional copper cables, because fiber offers more capacity
and is less susceptible to electrical interference. So-called Fiber to
the Home (FTTH) installations are becoming more common as a way
to bring ultra high speed Internet service.
Our crews are experienced splicing & connectoriztion in the head
end, central office, trunk and feeder cable, splitters, distribution
cable, fiber drops, and fiber pigtails at the premise. The nature of
FTTH / FTTP projects require multiple splicing, connectorization and
cutover, our crews along with adequate equipment to complete
projects to your satisfaction in a specified time frame. DSI has the
capability to offer equipment and multiple crews to help complete
your project.
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DSI offers two type of structured
cabling.
• Structured cabling by 2 pair
telephone cable, which is old type
of telecom cabling technique.
• Second type of cabling by cat5e /
cat6 which is the way to go these
days to run a successful network. It
allows the IT person to manage the
voice and data
patching eliminating the need for a
cable to call in and recable.

DSI cabling department support
following issues:
DSI cabling department support
following issues:

CABLING SOLUTIONS UNDER ONE ROOF
STRUCTURE VOICE CABLING:
Dominant System Integrators (DSI) is renowned for its total solutions
approach to telephone business system needs. When you choose
Dominant System for your network cabling and installation projects,
you choose a team of highly skilled engineers and technicians
dedicated to providing you with a completed job on time, on spec
and on budget.

• New building cabling projects
• Complete cabling maintenance
projects
• Routine maintenance
• New Telephone extensions cabling
• Voice over I.P cabling system
• Shifting / changes and new
departments cabling

Experience and Training
Our crews have the advantage of years of experience and training
in all types of Tel & data communications, fiber optics laying &
termination etc. We can diagnose problems in your existing
telephone and network systems quickly and we can install a new
system right the first time.

Maintenance Plan
DSI offer years maintenance contract for PABX system and cabling
for non-stop hassle free working environment
Please contact a DSI so that we may address your specific needs
and help your business communicate more effectively Experience
the difference!
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CABLING SOLUTIONS UNDER ONE ROOF
CCTV CABLING SERVICES:
Dominant System Integrators (DSI), an experienced CCTV cabling
Services Company, provides comprehensive structured cabling and
network installation services for all data, voice, and video cabling
systems to corporate sector. The DSI Structured Cabling solution
started about seventeen years ago. The Cabling Design eliminates
the hassle, time and costs associated with various cable- related
services.
From inception to installation to implementation, DSI is with you
every step of the way.

SECURITY :
Security is one of the fastest growing
industries today, and as security
awareness inevitably spreads,

DSI personnel work with you throughout the entire integration
process. We help you determine your program needs, identify
problems and make recommendations on more efficient methods
of accomplishing program objectives. We then develop the most
cost-effective solution to address these needs. Your project is
handled by the same DSI site expert from start to finish, ensuring
continuity of service and most importantly, ensuring that you're
operational... on schedule.

Dominant System Integrators (DSI) is
technically positioned with its local
market capability to assist this everdemanding market.

Room planning:
When planning a communication room for CCTV, data and voice,
the following components are configured into the design by the
cable designer and IT personnel:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical support (racks, cable tray);
Cable and cable management (UTP or fiber);
Patch panels;
PoE;
Ethernet switch/router/hub;
PDUs;
HVAC.

Whether your cameras are analog or IP will determine which
components you will need to install in the TR. And, the number of
cameras to be terminated in the TR will determine the number of
additional separate racks and cabinets. This is the tricky part, as
each vertical market will have different requirements for the number
of cameras as well as the location.
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ELECTRICAL SERVICED OFFERED
•
•
•
•
•
•

General electrical wiring,
repairs and maintenance.
UPS Output feeder distribution.
Electrical Grounding Solutions
Fire Alarm installation,
repairs and maintenance.
Surge Protection, Lightning
Protection and Grounding.
Preventive Maintenance

We will beat any genuine hourly rate
so call us today!

CABLING SOLUTIONS UNDER ONE ROOF
ELECTRIC CABLING

Qualified and Insured Electrician
specializing in ALL your electrical
needs.
From domestic to commercial, our
services range from wiring & re-wiring,
safety switches, electric heating,
security lighting, testing & inspection &
much more.

Materials for wiring interior electrical
systems in buildings vary depending
on:


Intended use and amount of
power demand on the circuit.



Type of occupancy and size of the
building.



National and local regulations
Environment in which the wiring
must operate.

Dominant System Integrators (DSI) prides itself in providing
professional service, developing close working relationship with our
customers. Working together to assure an efficient, trouble free
Electrical installation.
Our electrical engineers provide complete electrical wiring and
rewiring projects in throughout the UAE. We undertake projects of
varying sizes and degrees of rewiring work including commercial,
industrial, residential and office projects.
As specialist electrical contractors, some of our projects may require
a complete office, building or factory rewire throughout whereas
other projects may only require the fixing or extension of existing
electrical wiring systems.
DSI offering many years of experience. All of our electrical rewiring
contracts are completed to the highest standard and are tested
throughout by our trained electrical engineers. We carry out a full
electrical wiring inspection on completion of a job to ensure all
electrical safety regulations are met.
Electrical Wiring Repairs and Projects:
As professional electrical service Provider Company we focus on
wiring repairs and projects for end users. These include commercial
building and property managers, building engineers, maintenance
staff, homeowners, etc.
DSI offers exceptional electrical service. We pride ourselves on
delivering quality electrical wiring service when and where you
need it, 365 days a year. Our goal is to be able to satisfy all our
customers' electrical, wiring and lighting needs.
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Deep Earth Grounding
Deep Earth Grounding is an
essential perquisite for high sensit
ive equipment. By providing perfect
environment, the equipment functions
properly and performs according to
the desired requirements. Dominant
System Integrators (DSI) provides Earth
Grounding solutions for Data Centers,
High Sensitive machines,
communication equipment’s,
Automated Teller Machine (ATM), etc.
to the exact specification of the
product manufacturer.

EARTHING & GROUNDING SOLUTIONS
In electrical engineering, ground or earth may be the
reference point in an electrical circuit from which other
voltages are measured, or a common return path for electric
current, or a direct physical connection to the Earth:
Overview
With copper and steel making up most of the material used on a
standard wireless site, your investment of up to one million dollars in
equipment is susceptible to damage caused by a lightning strike.
While no grounding system can fully protect a site from a direct
strike, a properly grounded site can limit damage to a
minimum. From ground kits for cable to exothermic connections to
your site's ground ring, DSI can provide a solution that will help
protect your site.

Grounding a Site
Electricity is looking for the simplest path to the Earth. At a nongrounded site, the simplest path for electricity starts with the copper
coaxial cable and leads right through the site’s equipment to the
grounded power source, destroying virtually everything in its path. A
properly grounded site creates a simpler, straighter path for the
electricity to follow to the Earth’s surface that bypasses the site’s
equipment.
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WEB DESIGN SERVICES
We can provide you with exceptional,
innovative and high quality custom
website designs at affordable prices.
While designing the website we
always ensure that it is able to reflect
and support the extended unique
brand identity of your company all at
unbelievable prices. We are careful
enough not to compromise under any
circumstances with some of the key
elements of web designing such as
the clean logical and transparent
structure and clean, crisp and concise
content. Our expertise can play an
instrumental role in helping you derive
maximum benefit from your site as it
will be easy to navigate and the
usability of the site will definitely rank
high.
WEBSITE MAINTENANCE
Our website maintenance services
can help in giving and a different look
to your website so that it ranks high in
the search engines. Our Maintenance
activities includes implementing and
resizing the images, replacing the
website content with the latest and
updated information, checking all the
links if they are all performing the
desired functions with any errors or
exceptions, retouching the images
and the graphic designs. We offer
cost effective maintenance and
updating of your existing website
whenever the need arises.
WEBSITE RE-DESIGN
At DOMINANT Systems Integrators we
can completely re-define the entire
concept and create a new innovative
design, all at such a reasonable cost
that it would better reflect the brand
identity of your company. Our
ideology is that "Excellence is a
continuous process". So every time
people visit your website, they'll be
delighted to see something new,
catchy and different.

WEB SITES DESIGN
Flash Web Design
Our Flash web designing services can provide you with animated
websites in order to make your website stand out in the crowd and
look different. We can help you enhance the looks of your website
by using moving images, background music, sound effects and
interactive movie clips. We offer you solutions for your website at a
price which will not burn out your bank balances.
Small Business Website Design
Our web design packages for small businesses can help in
generating huge profits for your business by enabling you to set
meaningful connections with your customers. Small business
websites that we create will help as an internet calling card for you
as it might be a source of contact between you and the customer.
SEO Web Design
Our SEO web design services focus on ensuring that your website
necessarily ranks as great as it looks. We not only help in creating a
new content but also in optimizing the already existent pages for
optimal positioning by all search engines. We are here to provide
you with an affordable solution to all your SEO needs and we enjoy
a very huge list of satisfied customers in this segment.
E-Commerce Web Design
We can enable your small scale business to grow by providing you
with affordable customized ecommerce web design solutions. Our
professionally designed online stores are result oriented in terms of
sale conversion rates. With our expertise in this area we can set up a
merchant account to accept credit cards, simplify the ordering
process and manage your customer support effectively thereby
easily streamlining your online store.
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IT SUPPORT SOLUTIONS
Dominant System Integrators is a
dynamic company that pride itself in
meeting or exceeding our customers’
expectations.

EQUIPMENT RENT SOLUTION
Another service provided by us is in the form of supplying
Computers, Printers, UPS (Uninterruptible Power Supply), Network
equipment, Severs etc. on rent basis, thus avoiding major
expenditure of purchasing the equipment on the customer’s side.
By utilizing / availing this facility, clients with short-term projects,
immediate tasks and cost saving aims, can accomplish their
objects / assignments / targets.

Our experience, dedication, service
and after sales support is the key to
our success.
Our diverse operations allow us to
provide cost effective solutions to our
client’s requirements
A partner of choice for our clients, an
employer of choice for our people.

Dominant System Integrators (DSI) provides computer rental
services to our customers. Computer rentals have become
essential for many businesses that hold large events. Our
equipment can be used to assist your business in staying cutting
edge with technology. Our Computer rental equipment is cleaned
and tested before being delivered. DOMINANT has an extensive
inventory to meet your computer rental needs. Our desktop
computer rentals will also come equipped with a mouse,
keyboard, and any networking accessories required.
Software Installed and Tested on all rental computers:
DSI will have your training program software and the OS of your
choice installed on all desktop computers! We test each
application by following your software installation and testing
directions. This ensures that your training software will work as
planned because professional computer technicians installed it.
Delivery, Setup and Service before, during and after your computer
training sessions:
DSI do it all! They schedule delivery, setup and cover you with up to
a 24/7 hour on-site service contract!
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IT & TECHNOLOGY
Negotiating technology contracts
requires an understanding of the
effective balance of risk and reward
between customer and supplier.

Our Expertise are:
1. Onsite Computer Hardware &
Peripherals repair.
2. Setup and installation of new
Machines.
3. Installation/Upgrades of Operating
systems and Software.
4. Hardware installations, upgrades,
optimization and tuning.
5. Detecting and removal of Virus,

Spyware, Malware

SERVICES
DSI deals with changing technologies, fast-paced markets and
evolving regulations. Clients need legal advisers that understand
these industries and know how they are developing..!!
DOMINAT Systems Integrators (DSI) offer same day, onsite computer
repairs to a wide range of areas around. We bring fast, friendly, and
award winning customer service to your home or office to help with
all your computer repair needs.
We only provide highly skilled and qualified technicians for all
computer repairs, and are proud of our policy - if we can't fix it, its
FREE!

OUR VALUE ADDED SERVICE ARE:
01 – On-Site Computer Hardware Support
02 – New Server Installation, Management & Support
03 – Local Area Network Maintenance
04 – CCTV Maintenance
05 – PABX & Telephone Maintenance
06 – Equipment Component Level repairing
07 – Annual Maintenance Agreement
08 – Home user Support
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If We Can’t Fix It, Its Free!

ONSITE COMPUTER HARDWARE SUPPORT

We take pride in the fact that we are

Do you Want Your Computer Fixed Today?

fantastic at what we do. At DSI, we

Whether you use your computer for doing work and checking
emails, or for just catching up with friends, we know that you don't
want to be without your PC for very long. That's why we aim to have
a fully qualified and experienced computer technician out to your
home or office the same day you call us!

take pride in the fact that we only hire
fully qualified computer technicians
and stand by our policy that if we
don't have the skills to fix your
computer issue, you won't have to
pay us a AED for that problem.
If you would like any further
information regarding our "No Fix No
Fee" policy, why not give us a call
today, and we'll show you why we are
UAE's best in onsite computer repair.

Also, if you're finding it hard to make time for your computer repair
during business hours, we also offer after hours and weekend repairs
to allow you to get back online as quickly and easily as possible.
DOMINANT System Integrators (DSI) has been providing computer
hardware maintenance services to enhance the full potential of the
customers’ requirement. Our engineers are thoroughly trained and
Certified to diagnose and repair hardware problems with ease.
Choosing the correct maintenance service provider for your
organization’s IT equipment is an important step in providing a
sound business continuity program.
DSI is a third- party maintenance company with 18 years of
experience providing computer hardware and software
maintenance. The value in choosing DSI as your maintenance
provider helps maintain service levels to support your business
community’s requirements and control your budgets reducing
present and future spend.
DSI ensuring that your computer hardware remains up and running
at peak performance is a critical part of your operations. We can
tailor a support package to meet your specific hardware and
software needs. Our high-quality support teams offer a variety of
support options to help keep your systems up and running.
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NEW SERVER INSTALLATION MNAGEMENT & SUPPORT
Microsoft & Other Server Products for Small to Medium-sized
Businesses in Dubai
Want to Make the Backbone of Your Business Secure and
Productive?
Top choices to make your business more productive
Dominant Systems Integrators (DSI) has found these Microsoft &
other server products to be the most popular among small and
medium businesses in Dubai:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microsoft Windows Server 2008
Microsoft Windows Small Business Server 2011
Exchange Server 2010
Exchange Server 2007
Microsoft ISA Server 2006
Microsoft SQL Server 2012
MDaemon

Servers Management
A WEEKLY VISIT TO MANAGE YOUR SERVER
A weekly visit to your site to manage your server. The server is the
most important part of your network; therefore special attention
must be given to ensure that the heart of your IT system keeps
pumping. A number of checks are performed each visit with a
report passed to your management.
UNLIMITED'S ANSWER
With our server management contract, you are giving your IT
systems preventative maintenance. Routine checks and analysis,
based on IT best practice that will ensure you get the best out of
your IT systems.
With Unlimited server management you will be assigned your own IT
engineer, the same engineer will be ready to support you and will
always be on the end of the phone to give expert advice based on
his knowledge of your systems. If he is not available there is always
another member of our team to assist in those emergencies where
speed is key.
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Network Preventive Maintenance
Solutions

Preventive Maintenance Saves Money:
Avoiding problems with your PC will save
you money in the long run. By preventing
a problem from occurring, you will no
longer need to spend money on new
components or repair jobs.
Preventive Maintenance Saves Time:
Preventive maintenance saves time
because it saves you the inconvenience
and disruption of system failures and lost
data. Most preventive maintenance
procedures are quite simple compared to
troubleshooting and repair procedures.
Preventive Maintenance Helps Safeguard
Your Data:
For most people, the data on the hard disk
is more important than the hardware that
houses it. Taking steps to protect this data
therefore makes sense, and that is what
preventative maintenance is all about.
Preventive Maintenance Improves
Performance:
Some parts of your system will actually
degrade in performance over time, and
preventive maintenance will help to
improve the speed of your system in these
respects.

LOCAL AREA NETWORK MAINTENANCE
Dominant Systems Integrators (DSI) started business in 1995 as a
small outfit focused on Networking Infrastructure, DSI has developed
into a medium sized company capable of providing first, second
and third line support to many organizations. We provide
customized network design; work with you to determine the best
hardware. You can use DSI as your full IT resource from Project
Planning and Implementation to Helpdesk and Ongoing Support, or
we can provide you a Resident Engineer for your internal IT staff to
fill in any gaps in their expertise, experience or hours needed to get
through their task list.
A DSI network maximizes performance and stability. We implement
technologies from well-known partners, such as Cisco Systems,
SonicWALL, 3M, Clipsal, Dell, Hewlett Packard and Microsoft..
Our Valuable Services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Local area network (LAN) and wide area network (WAN)
maintenance.
Secure wireless network coordination (Wi-Fi) .
Virtual private networking (VPN) and telecommuting options
Installation, integration and maintenance of networks and
workstations.
Installation and maintenance of servers.
On call and regular maintenance programs.
Coordination of all Internet-connection tools, including dialup, cable modems, and DSL.
Design and installation of email services, back-up systems,
and firewalls.
Off-site testing, troubleshooting and maintenance for your
network.
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CCTV MAINTENANCE SERVICE
INCLUDES:
• Check history of CCTV system since
last maintenance service.
• Visual inspection of all major CCTV
components including cabling &
connections where accessible for signs
of deterioration or damage.

CCTV MAINTENANCE
The operation of CCTV systems can be enhanced by a regular
maintenance service. Dominant Systems Integrators (DSI) provides
CCTV maintenance and repair for corporate sector and residential
premises. We provide a wide range of security cameras suitable for
homes, shops, offices, warehouses and small businesses, fully
installed at a competitive price.

• Check all CCTV control equipment
(monitors, VCR, DVR, Multiplexer etc.)

Home and commercial CCTV installations are carried out by our
qualified installers and are fully guaranteed with DSI certificate. The
system comes with options for remote viewing over the internet and
via mobile phone, allowing home and business owners to monitor
their premises from anywhere in the world.

• Check and clean cameras, lenses and
housings as necessary.

CCTV Maintenance Agreements:

• Check lenses for correct field of view
and adjust as necessary.

Maintenance agreements are for a minimum of twelve months, the
number of cameras that comprise your installation and the type of
service provided will determine the cost of maintenance.

• Check pictures for correct field of view
and adjust as necessary.

Silver Service:

• Check and test remote signaling
equipment (where fitted).

On-site labor only maintenance scheme, therefore there will be a
charge for all faulty or replacement parts that have been
purchased outside the twelve month guarantee period.

• Check recording and playback quality

Gold Service:

• Check the satisfactory transmission of
images to remote center (where
applicable).

In addition to above covers mechanical breakdown of cameras,
camera power supplies, lenses, digital video recorders and
monitors. The replacement of equipment is at the discretion of
CCTV London. Faulty equipment if Ir-repairable will usually be
replaced with the equivalent standard of equipment as determined
by DSI.

• Repair minor faults where necessary
(additional costs may apply).
• Retrain the users on the use of the CCTV
system (if required).
• Log all test results.
• Return the CCTV system to operational
status.

Customers on our maintenance scheme are entitled to any number
of visits within one year relating to genuine non-malicious faults that
have occurred on their equipment, and they will be prioritized
ahead of non-maintenance customers in this regard. Our usual
response is for an engineer to arrive within 08 working hrs. of a
customer's request for service. DSI does not offer a twenty-four hour
emergency call out service.
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PABX & TELEPHONE MAINTENANCE
Maintenance Agreements consist
of the following:
• A Service Level Agreement to fit in
with your hours of business
• Hardware support in case of
failure
• Software support for bugs and
new release upgrades
• Onsite and remote technical
support
• Access to product certified
technicians
• Access to our helpdesk
• Access to training assistance and
soft materials
• Cable network repair
• A monthly FOC configuration
change on or off site
• Telephone Management Cost
Code Updates
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PABX & Cable Faults Troubleshooting
Dominant System Integrators (DSI) LLC effectively and efficiently
provides the maintenance, repair, installation and upgrade services
to PABX customers, whilst promoting a high and professional level of
customer service care and satisfaction. We develop and maintain
working relationships with customers; ensuring them timely service
delivery.
Our PABX maintenance service delivers truly independent
telecommunications management services to Corporate Sector.
Building on the strengths and mix of skill sets of the company
principals, DSI delivers to our client’s in-depth technical and
engineering support combined with good old-fashioned service to
ensure your vital telephone systems are fully supported.
DSI offers full comprehensive hardware and software maintenance
agreements and technical support to our valuable customers.
As PABX systems reach their manufacturer “end of life”, we are able
to continue supporting them into the future by making sure we have
access to spares and the expertise required to continue to service
them. For this reason we continue to offer.
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COMPONENT LEVEL REPAIRING FOR
BELOW MENTIOND EQUIPMENTS
• HP & EPSON Full range of Printers
Components level Support
• Notebook repairing Facility
• Printonix Line Printer Repairing
Facility
• System Units, Wyse Thin Client, LCD’s
& Touch Screens repairing

• UPS & Power Units repairing Facility
“Component level repair is also called
board level repair. Technicians
involved in the process are usually
focusing on individual circuit boards.
Every part of the computer is made
up of very small components.”

EQUIPMENTS COMPONENT LEVEL REPAIRING FACILITIES
During the first years of computers, computer experts and
technicians usually get involved in component level repair.
However, the low cost of equipment nowadays, plus the high cost
of labor and availability of more complex equipment and parts has
placed it in the background. All types of computer repair almost
always involve swapping and replacement of parts, instead of the
usual component repair.

HP & EPSON Full Range of Printers Component Level Support:
DOMINANT System Integrators has a full service depot facility as well
as mobile technicians who can provide on-site Dot matrix & Laser
printers service for any problem you may encounter.
Notebook Repairing Facilities:
We have undertaken the repair and service of all makes of laptops
and notebooks including those of the most well known brands such
as Sony VAIO, Hp Compaq, Dell, Toshiba, Acer, Fujitsu Siemens,
Gateway, and many others.
Printronix Line Printer Repairing Facilities
We have a full service depot facility as well as mobile technicians
who can provide on-site PRINTRONIX Heavy duty line printers service
for any problem you may encounter.
System Unit, WYSE Terminals, LCD’s & Touch Screens Repairing
We are leading computer hardware component level repairing
services Provider Company. We provide full services of Workstations
and Server machines hardware and related peripherals repairing.
UPS & Power Equipment Repairing
Dominant System Integrators (DSI) provides UPS, Inverters, Switching
mode power supplies, Stabilizers and related power equipment
component level repairing facility to our clients.
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Residential Engineers

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT

dedicated engineer that is familiar

Dominant System Integrators (DSI) offers four competitively priced
service agreements designed to help protect your equipment
investment. Each plan can be customized to meet your specific
needs and budgets. BRONZE (Basic), SILVER (Preventative), GOLD
(Labor Inclusive), PLATINUM (All inclusive).

with you and your system.

BRONZE (Fee for Service Agreement)

We can provide highly skilled
engineers dedicated to you on a
flexible basis. You will have a

BRONZEE plan covers on-site equipment maintenance complaints
on per call bases. This plane created for customers who prefer to
“pay as they go,” the Fee for Service Agreement is a flexible
program that offers guaranteed savings over list price without a
fixed payment schedule.
In this plan Company shall endeavor to respond to call within 6
working hours, if the complaint is logged during regular business
hours which are 8:30am to 5:00pm. Dominant will charge only
complaint charges 150 AED which is valid for 2 hours on single
equipment, after 2 hours company will charge 25 AED per hour till
work completion.
Customer has option to take up scheduled preventative
maintenance visits for system health checks.

SILVER (Preventative Maintenance Agreement)
The SILVER Service Agreement is a reward program designed for
customers who typically realize lower ongoing repair costs due to
proper equipment handling and maintenance. Help us by staying
up-to-date with equipment maintenance, and we’ll help you save
money. Three preventive services will be conduct through out the
year.
Preventive maintenance will include blowing, cleaning, testing,
lubrication, adjustments, running diagnostic etc. where and when
necessary.
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Maintenance of Entire infrastructure

Ever since we were established, we
have been seamlessly working with
various Networking and IT
Infrastructure maintenance projects,
thus building long lasting relationships
with all our clients. We maintain a
proven track record through
successfully meeting the committed
Service Level Agreement (SLA) and by
promptly delivering the desired
productivity. Our vision is to serve cost
efficient and high availability solutions
to people or organizations across the
globe.

By enhancing our consulting and
outsourcing expertise with alliances
and other capabilities, we help clients
move forward in every part of their
businesses, from strategic planning to
day-to-day operations. With deep
industry experience and business
process expertise, DOMINANT System
can mobilize the right people, skills
and technologies to help clients
improve their performance.

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE AGREEMENT
GOLD (Full Service Agreement)
The Dominant GOLD Service Agreement is the most cost-effective
way of keeping your equipment performing like new. Under our
GOLD Service Agreement, a fixed annual price covers any and all
equipment repairs you may need.
The GOLD Service Agreement is a comprehensive service program
that provides full repair coverage exclusive of parts. In this plan
Company shall endeavor to respond to call within 4 working hours.
All services will be provided at the customer’s site. In case of lengthy
fault, equipment will be repaired at Dominant workshop and
backup will be provided within eight working hours. Three
preventive services will be conduct throughout the year w/o any
additional cost.

PLATINUM (Comprehensive Equipment Service Agreements)
The PLATINUM Service Agreement is a comprehensive service
program that provides full repair coverage with no cap for all
contracted equipment. This agreement covers scheduled
maintenance, plus all call-out, labor and material charges
associated with the repair of the system within our normal terms and
conditions and during working hours 8.30am - 5.00pm, Sunday to
Thursday. During each scheduled visit the system will undergo a
complete maintenance inspection, during which all equipment is
thoroughly checked and cleaned.
In this plan Company shall endeavor to respond to call within 4
working hours. All services will be provided at the customer’s site. In
case of lengthy fault, equipment will be repaired at Dominant
workshop and backup will be provided within eight working hours.
Three preventive services will be conduct throughout the year.
Dominant System Integrators (DSI) offers three competitively priced
service agreements designed to help protect your equipment
investment. Each plan can be customized to meet your specific
needs and budgets.
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HOME USERS
Ever wished you had your own
Computer Expert on call… anytime,
anywhere?
And who doesn’t charge you the earth!
YOU HAVE…
The Dominant System Integrators. We
can HELP you instantly ONLINE.

What We Will Do For You
We can offer you total computer
support, removing all your worries and
concerns about your computers and
anything that communicates with, runs
on, or connects to them.
But our most popular individual
computer support services are:
• Troubleshooting and Repairs
• Virus Detection, Removal & Protection
• Preventative Maintenance to stop
things going wrong in the first place
• Data Recovery and Backup
• Hardware recommendation and
supply anything from a cable to an
entire home IT system
• Broadband Installation
• New PC Set-up
• Software Installation and Set-up
• Upgrades
• General Help and Advice

HOME USERS SUPPORT
Do you need computer support right now? Provided you can still
access the Internet, we may be able to resolve your problem within
the next few minutes. Online support from as little as 100AED, plus
we have a No Fix No Fee policy and a 2 hour maximum charge on
any single problem so no runaway costs.
We can HELP you in your home FACE-TO-FACE
You may want or need a home visit… no problem, we have
professional friendly computer support engineers based around the
Dubai, we can arrange to come to you, often within hours of your
call.
And we GUARANTEE the quality of their work because we don’t
simply pass your call onto a third party as some computer support
companies do.
And we never charge for more than 2 hours work on a single
problem so there’s a cap on what you pay.
We can HELP you ALL THE TIME
If the information on your computer(s) is really important to you and
you want to know it’s being constantly looked after, then you may
want to consider one of our low cost Homecare PC support
contracts that start from under £10 a month.
We are one of the first computer support companies to offer quality
computer service contracts for home users at a price that everyone
can afford.
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It brings together the P

Sales
Support
Services
Solutions
Consulting

It brings together the Public Sector and the Business
Community to make an assessment of what has been
achieved over the last years, and what should be done
in the next years; the dominant System Integrators is
one of the key in Private Sector initiatives geared
towards providing best services to meet new
challenges.
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DOMINANT System Integrators
P. O. Box 89058
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
00971507247389 cell
www.dominantsystem.com
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